How to Hack Instagram password with InstaRipper application
Many of today's social media platforms are on target of various paid hackers who are hired on dark web
to break inside someone’s profile.
As Instagram is a leading social network of today in the world, many hackers decide to steal valuable
accounts with thousands of followers so they can sell it for decent price.
Markets are usually placed on dark web too, and accounts are paid in crypto currencies so sellers can
remain hidden.
Recently one very special application was sold there in over three thousands of copies before it got
busted and thread deleted by forum staff team. (Someone reported it to authorities after just few hours
of being posted.)
It's about Instagram Hack tool. As its name says, an user can find login password of desired person with
registered IG profile. All they have to do is to enter someone’s username inside the app, press a button,
and app does all job by itself in just few minutes of running.
Authors of this "naughty" tool are Extreme Programming group, who also advertised about the app on
their official site, and later decided to close their project, but sold existing one to a new team of hackers
which renamed it to InstaRipper.
Instagram security team representatives replied they didn't get any reports of exploits in their app nor
found any vulnerability it can lead to hacking their platform.
This leaves us a question to ask is it their lie to protect Instagram name in social media market. Or those
hackers are lie so they can sell unworking software and still earn money. Because they get paid in Bitcoin
currency which can't be tracked to find sellers or buyers identity information.
In case this program works, we assume it uses a "bruteforce" method of cracking which attacks login
page of Instagram with thousands combinations of all kind passwords in very short time until it guess
right one. Read more about brute-forcing at Wikipedia.
These are some screenshots of how these apps looks like:

Where to Find and Download these tools?
The first software got patched with latest release of Instagram app and no longer works. But second one
“InstaRipper” still doing its job great and can be obtained from its website.
Download app from InstaRipper’s website.
There are rumors on official thread of hacking tools saying InstaRipper will get equipped with some new
interesting features in its next release. And some cool ones include:
- Free Instagram followers adder
- Be able to see private Instagram accounts posts
- Pictures like adder
All of mentioned options require hard work from developers so the final update will probably take few
months to finish everything.
For those users who just wants to track their followers activity, there is a Followers Insight app available
at the store for free download.

